
A wide range of series. 
State-of-the-art design. 
Inspiring colours. One simple 
addition brings your kitchen 
to life. 

Amazing selection of front 
and rear glass panels. Easy 

your look. A new way to keep 
your decor up-to-date.

Dare to design. Ispira Mix 
& Match is the ultimate in 
creative freedom. An ultra-
personalized system. A look 
only you could come up with.

Subtle blue or white LED 
backlighting. And cleaning  
is a breeze. 

Four intensities to handle any 
cooking style.

 Enhance 
cooking performance, create 
the perfect atmosphere.

Built-in Master On-Off 
technology. The last setting 
used is automatically saved.

Exclusive Heat SentryTM

Proper ventilation is regulated 
automatically. Avoids 
overheating. True magic.

The new Ispira collection

Modern, contemporary, groundbreaking. There are no limits.  
Your kitchen just got a whole lot more stylish!

Clean, original, elegant. An arresting simplicity. The allure of glass. 
A centerpiece for your home.

Get inspired with our virtual Mix & Match.www.ispira.ca

550 boulevard Lemire 
Drummondville, Quebec  J2C 7W9, Canada 
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A wide range of series. 
State-of-the-art design. 
Inspiring colours. One simple 
addition brings your kitchen 
to life. 

Amazing selection of front 
and rear glass panels. Easy 

your look. A new way to keep 
your decor up-to-date.

Dare to design. Ispira Mix 
& Match is the ultimate in 
creative freedom. An ultra-
personalized system. A look 
only you could come up with.

Subtle blue or white LED 
backlighting. And cleaning  
is a breeze. 

Four intensities to handle any 
cooking style.

 Enhance 
cooking performance, create 
the perfect atmosphere.

Built-in Master On-Off 
technology. The last setting 
used is automatically saved.

Exclusive Heat SentryTM

Proper ventilation is regulated 
automatically. Avoids 
overheating. True magic.

The new Ispira collection

Modern, contemporary, groundbreaking. There are no limits.  
Your kitchen just got a whole lot more stylish!

Clean, original, elegant. An arresting simplicity. The allure of glass. 
A centerpiece for your home.

Get inspired with our virtual Mix & Match.www.ispira.ca
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A wide range of series. 
State-of-the-art design. 
Inspiring colours. One simple 
addition brings your kitchen 
to life. 

Amazing selection of front 
and rear glass panels. Easy 

your look. A new way to keep 
your decor up-to-date.

Dare to design. Ispira Mix 
& Match is the ultimate in 
creative freedom. An ultra-
personalized system. A look 
only you could come up with.

Subtle blue or white LED 
backlighting. And cleaning  
is a breeze. 

Four intensities to handle any 
cooking style.

 Enhance 
cooking performance, create 
the perfect atmosphere.

Built-in Master On-Off 
technology. The last setting 
used is automatically saved.

Exclusive Heat SentryTM

Proper ventilation is regulated 
automatically. Avoids 
overheating. True magic.

The new Ispira collection

Modern, contemporary, groundbreaking. There are no limits.  
Your kitchen just got a whole lot more stylish!

Clean, original, elegant. An arresting simplicity. The allure of glass. 
A centerpiece for your home.

Get inspired with our virtual Mix & Match.www.ispira.ca

550 boulevard Lemire 
Drummondville, Quebec  J2C 7W9, Canada 
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Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19323

14

28

28 -  42

16

31/8

253/4

25 -  48

297/8 -  357/8

1/8

311/16

297/8 -357/8

5

16’’ width island or chimney range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front  
and back glass panels, create a unique décor in  
your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each 
individual speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

540 CFM internal blower*

1.2 sones at low speed

8’’ round duct (vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

36’’ width island range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front  
and rear glass panels, create a unique décor in  
your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each individual 
speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Four GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

1.2 sones at low speed

8’’ round duct (vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

30’’ and 36’’ widths chimney range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front 
glass panel, create a unique décor in your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each 
individual speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

1.4 sones at low speed

3¼” x 10” vertical or horizontal discharge  
including 6” round duct connector with damper 
(vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

30’’ and 36’’ widths range hood  
for under-cabinet installation

Brushed stainless steel body with  
coloured front panel, create a unique  
décor in your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean  
Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control;  
to match your cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that 
automatically takes control of the  
blower when excessive heat is detected  
in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable  
on each individual speed; turns the  
hood off automatically

Master On-Off;  
memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including  
night light, provides bright, even  
cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs 
included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

0.6 sone at low speed

3¼” x 10” vertical or horizontal discharge

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is 
available. Ask a recommended installer  
to limit CFM to 300.

Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19324

Wall mounted  
remote control ACW1WH

Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19325

Wall mounted  
remote control ACW1WH

Option

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Unit with white 
glass panel CC700I30WH CC700I36WH

Unit with grey 
glass panel CC700I30GY CC700I36GY

Unit with black 
glass panel CC700I30BL CC700I36BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front glass 
panel of your choice.

Basic unit CC700I30WG CC700I36WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front SV09955WH SV09956WH

Grey
Front SV09955GY SV09956GY

Black
Front SV09955BL SV09956BL

Orange
Front SV09955OR SV09956OR

Lime
Front SV09955LM SV09956LM

Front SV09955TQ SV09956TQ

Red
Front SV09955RD SV09956RD

Unit with white  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36WH

Unit with grey  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36GY

Unit with black  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front  
and rear glass panels of your choice.

Basic unit CIS700I36WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front (control) SV09956WH

Rear SV09957WH

Grey
Front (control) SV09956GY

Rear SV09957GY

Black
Front (control) SV09956BL

Rear SV09957BL

Orange
Front (control) SV09956OR

Rear SV09957OR

Lime
Front (control) SV09956LM

Rear SV09957LM

Front (control) SV09956TQ

Rear SV09957TQ

Red
Front (control) SV09956RD

Rear SV09957RD

Unit with white 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16WH

Unit with grey 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16GY

Unit with black 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16BL

Feel like adding  
a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the 
optional front and rear glass  
panels of your choice.

Basic unit CIC700I16WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front (control) SV09958WH

Rear SV09959WH

Grey
Front (control) SV09958GY

Rear SV09959GY

Black
Front (control) SV09958BL

Rear SV09959BL

Orange
Front (control) SV09958OR

Rear SV09959OR

Lime
Front (control) SV09958LM

Rear SV09959LM

Front (control) SV09958TQ

Rear SV09959TQ

Red
Front (control) SV09958RD

Rear SV09959RD

Unit with white 
glass panel C70030WH C70036WH

Unit with grey 
glass panel C70030GY C70036GY

Unit with black 
glass panel C70030BL C70036BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front  
glass panel of your choice.

Basic unit C70030WG C70036WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front SV09953WH SV09954WH

Grey
Front SV09953GY SV09954GY

Black
Front SV09953BL SV09954BL

Orange
Front SV09953OR SV09954OR

Lime
Front SV09953LM SV09954LM

Front SV09953TQ SV09954TQ

Red
Front SV09953RD SV09954RD

Bring on the cubes! 

Symmetry. Intrigue. The cutting edge. A single, a pair, 

A masterful touch of pure design!

Play with perspective!

Elongated lines catch the eye. Kindle an atmosphere. 
Discretion that stands out. Strong or subtle as you want.

Create a harmonious space!

Style, cachet, a spark of brilliance. Boldness seamlessly

A distinctive touch of elegance!

Add a touch of life!

Spice up your kitchen. Spice up your routine. 
Delicate, playful, easy to love. A hint of joy.

33/16

25 -  42

25

357/8

..

.

Dimensions shown 
are in inches.

Depth: 16 in

Dimensions shown 
are in inches.

Depth: 22 in

Dimensions shown 
are in inches.

Depth: 203/4 in

Dimensions shown are in inches.
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16’’ width island or chimney range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front  
and back glass panels, create a unique décor in  
your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each 
individual speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

540 CFM internal blower*

1.2 sones at low speed

8’’ round duct (vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

36’’ width island range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front  
and rear glass panels, create a unique décor in  
your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each individual 
speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Four GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

1.2 sones at low speed

8’’ round duct (vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

30’’ and 36’’ widths chimney range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front 
glass panel, create a unique décor in your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each 
individual speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

1.4 sones at low speed

3¼” x 10” vertical or horizontal discharge  
including 6” round duct connector with damper 
(vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

30’’ and 36’’ widths range hood  
for under-cabinet installation

Brushed stainless steel body with  
coloured front panel, create a unique  
décor in your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean  
Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control;  
to match your cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that 
automatically takes control of the  
blower when excessive heat is detected  
in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable  
on each individual speed; turns the  
hood off automatically

Master On-Off;  
memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including  
night light, provides bright, even  
cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs 
included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

0.6 sone at low speed

3¼” x 10” vertical or horizontal discharge

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is 
available. Ask a recommended installer  
to limit CFM to 300.

Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19324

Wall mounted  
remote control ACW1WH

Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19325

Wall mounted  
remote control ACW1WH

Option

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Unit with white 
glass panel CC700I30WH CC700I36WH

Unit with grey 
glass panel CC700I30GY CC700I36GY

Unit with black 
glass panel CC700I30BL CC700I36BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front glass 
panel of your choice.

Basic unit CC700I30WG CC700I36WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front SV09955WH SV09956WH

Grey
Front SV09955GY SV09956GY

Black
Front SV09955BL SV09956BL

Orange
Front SV09955OR SV09956OR

Lime
Front SV09955LM SV09956LM

Front SV09955TQ SV09956TQ

Red
Front SV09955RD SV09956RD

Unit with white  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36WH

Unit with grey  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36GY

Unit with black  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front  
and rear glass panels of your choice.

Basic unit CIS700I36WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front (control) SV09956WH

Rear SV09957WH

Grey
Front (control) SV09956GY

Rear SV09957GY

Black
Front (control) SV09956BL

Rear SV09957BL

Orange
Front (control) SV09956OR

Rear SV09957OR

Lime
Front (control) SV09956LM

Rear SV09957LM

Front (control) SV09956TQ

Rear SV09957TQ

Red
Front (control) SV09956RD

Rear SV09957RD

Unit with white 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16WH

Unit with grey 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16GY

Unit with black 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16BL

Feel like adding  
a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the 
optional front and rear glass  
panels of your choice.

Basic unit CIC700I16WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front (control) SV09958WH

Rear SV09959WH

Grey
Front (control) SV09958GY

Rear SV09959GY

Black
Front (control) SV09958BL

Rear SV09959BL

Orange
Front (control) SV09958OR

Rear SV09959OR

Lime
Front (control) SV09958LM

Rear SV09959LM

Front (control) SV09958TQ

Rear SV09959TQ

Red
Front (control) SV09958RD

Rear SV09959RD

Unit with white 
glass panel C70030WH C70036WH

Unit with grey 
glass panel C70030GY C70036GY

Unit with black 
glass panel C70030BL C70036BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front  
glass panel of your choice.

Basic unit C70030WG C70036WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front SV09953WH SV09954WH

Grey
Front SV09953GY SV09954GY

Black
Front SV09953BL SV09954BL

Orange
Front SV09953OR SV09954OR

Lime
Front SV09953LM SV09954LM

Front SV09953TQ SV09954TQ

Red
Front SV09953RD SV09954RD

Bring on the cubes! 

Symmetry. Intrigue. The cutting edge. A single, a pair, 

A masterful touch of pure design!

Play with perspective!

Elongated lines catch the eye. Kindle an atmosphere. 
Discretion that stands out. Strong or subtle as you want.

Create a harmonious space!

Style, cachet, a spark of brilliance. Boldness seamlessly

A distinctive touch of elegance!

Add a touch of life!

Spice up your kitchen. Spice up your routine. 
Delicate, playful, easy to love. A hint of joy.

33/16

25 -  42

25

357/8

..

.

Dimensions shown 
are in inches.

Depth: 16 in

Dimensions shown 
are in inches.

Depth: 22 in

Dimensions shown 
are in inches.

Depth: 203/4 in

Dimensions shown are in inches.
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CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19323
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16’’ width island or chimney range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front  
and back glass panels, create a unique décor in  
your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each 
individual speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

540 CFM internal blower*

1.2 sones at low speed

8’’ round duct (vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

36’’ width island range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front  
and rear glass panels, create a unique décor in  
your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each individual 
speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Four GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

1.2 sones at low speed

8’’ round duct (vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

30’’ and 36’’ widths chimney range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front 
glass panel, create a unique décor in your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each 
individual speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

1.4 sones at low speed

3¼” x 10” vertical or horizontal discharge  
including 6” round duct connector with damper 
(vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

30’’ and 36’’ widths range hood  
for under-cabinet installation

Brushed stainless steel body with  
coloured front panel, create a unique  
décor in your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean  
Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control;  
to match your cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that 
automatically takes control of the  
blower when excessive heat is detected  
in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable  
on each individual speed; turns the  
hood off automatically

Master On-Off;  
memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including  
night light, provides bright, even  
cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs 
included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

0.6 sone at low speed

3¼” x 10” vertical or horizontal discharge

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is 
available. Ask a recommended installer  
to limit CFM to 300.

Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19324

Wall mounted  
remote control ACW1WH

Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19325

Wall mounted  
remote control ACW1WH

Option

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Unit with white 
glass panel CC700I30WH CC700I36WH

Unit with grey 
glass panel CC700I30GY CC700I36GY

Unit with black 
glass panel CC700I30BL CC700I36BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front glass 
panel of your choice.

Basic unit CC700I30WG CC700I36WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front SV09955WH SV09956WH

Grey
Front SV09955GY SV09956GY

Black
Front SV09955BL SV09956BL

Orange
Front SV09955OR SV09956OR

Lime
Front SV09955LM SV09956LM

Front SV09955TQ SV09956TQ

Red
Front SV09955RD SV09956RD

Unit with white  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36WH

Unit with grey  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36GY

Unit with black  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front  
and rear glass panels of your choice.

Basic unit CIS700I36WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front (control) SV09956WH

Rear SV09957WH

Grey
Front (control) SV09956GY

Rear SV09957GY

Black
Front (control) SV09956BL

Rear SV09957BL

Orange
Front (control) SV09956OR

Rear SV09957OR

Lime
Front (control) SV09956LM

Rear SV09957LM

Front (control) SV09956TQ

Rear SV09957TQ

Red
Front (control) SV09956RD

Rear SV09957RD

Unit with white 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16WH

Unit with grey 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16GY

Unit with black 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16BL

Feel like adding  
a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the 
optional front and rear glass  
panels of your choice.

Basic unit CIC700I16WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front (control) SV09958WH

Rear SV09959WH

Grey
Front (control) SV09958GY

Rear SV09959GY

Black
Front (control) SV09958BL

Rear SV09959BL

Orange
Front (control) SV09958OR

Rear SV09959OR

Lime
Front (control) SV09958LM

Rear SV09959LM

Front (control) SV09958TQ

Rear SV09959TQ

Red
Front (control) SV09958RD

Rear SV09959RD

Unit with white 
glass panel C70030WH C70036WH

Unit with grey 
glass panel C70030GY C70036GY

Unit with black 
glass panel C70030BL C70036BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front  
glass panel of your choice.

Basic unit C70030WG C70036WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front SV09953WH SV09954WH

Grey
Front SV09953GY SV09954GY

Black
Front SV09953BL SV09954BL

Orange
Front SV09953OR SV09954OR

Lime
Front SV09953LM SV09954LM

Front SV09953TQ SV09954TQ

Red
Front SV09953RD SV09954RD

Bring on the cubes! 

Symmetry. Intrigue. The cutting edge. A single, a pair, 

A masterful touch of pure design!

Play with perspective!

Elongated lines catch the eye. Kindle an atmosphere. 
Discretion that stands out. Strong or subtle as you want.

Create a harmonious space!

Style, cachet, a spark of brilliance. Boldness seamlessly

A distinctive touch of elegance!

Add a touch of life!

Spice up your kitchen. Spice up your routine. 
Delicate, playful, easy to love. A hint of joy.
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Dimensions shown 
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Depth: 16 in

Dimensions shown 
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Depth: 22 in

Dimensions shown 
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Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19323
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16’’ width island or chimney range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front  
and back glass panels, create a unique décor in  
your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each 
individual speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

540 CFM internal blower*

1.2 sones at low speed

8’’ round duct (vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

36’’ width island range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front  
and rear glass panels, create a unique décor in  
your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each individual 
speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Four GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

1.2 sones at low speed

8’’ round duct (vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

30’’ and 36’’ widths chimney range hood

Brushed stainless steel body with coloured front 
glass panel, create a unique décor in your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control; to match your  
cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that automatically 
takes control of the blower when excessive heat is 
detected in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable on each 
individual speed; turns the hood off automatically

Master On-Off; memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including night light, 
provides bright, even cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

1.4 sones at low speed

3¼” x 10” vertical or horizontal discharge  
including 6” round duct connector with damper 
(vertical discharge)

Suitable for 8’ to 9’ high ceilings

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is available.  
Ask a recommended installer to limit CFM to 300.

30’’ and 36’’ widths range hood  
for under-cabinet installation

Brushed stainless steel body with  
coloured front panel, create a unique  
décor in your kitchen

Easy to use and easy to clean  
Soft-Touch control

4-Speed electronic control;  
to match your cooking habits

Exclusive Heat SentryTM mode that 
automatically takes control of the  
blower when excessive heat is detected  
in order to ensure adequate ventilation

5-min. delay off function applicable  
on each individual speed; turns the  
hood off automatically

Master On-Off;  
memorizes the last setting

Choice of 4 light intensities including  
night light, provides bright, even  
cooktop lighting

Blue or white LED backlighting

Two GU-10, 50-watt halogen bulbs 
included

Stainless steel mini baffle filters

600 CFM internal blower*

0.6 sone at low speed

3¼” x 10” vertical or horizontal discharge

*  Optional kit to reduce CFM to 300 is 
available. Ask a recommended installer  
to limit CFM to 300.

Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19324

Wall mounted  
remote control ACW1WH

Options

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Flue extension for  
10’ high ceilings 19325

Wall mounted  
remote control ACW1WH

Option

Access code kit to limit  
CFM to 300 19329

Unit with white 
glass panel CC700I30WH CC700I36WH

Unit with grey 
glass panel CC700I30GY CC700I36GY

Unit with black 
glass panel CC700I30BL CC700I36BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front glass 
panel of your choice.

Basic unit CC700I30WG CC700I36WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front SV09955WH SV09956WH

Grey
Front SV09955GY SV09956GY

Black
Front SV09955BL SV09956BL

Orange
Front SV09955OR SV09956OR

Lime
Front SV09955LM SV09956LM

Front SV09955TQ SV09956TQ

Red
Front SV09955RD SV09956RD

Unit with white  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36WH

Unit with grey  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36GY

Unit with black  
glass panels (2) CIS700I36BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front  
and rear glass panels of your choice.

Basic unit CIS700I36WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front (control) SV09956WH

Rear SV09957WH

Grey
Front (control) SV09956GY

Rear SV09957GY

Black
Front (control) SV09956BL

Rear SV09957BL

Orange
Front (control) SV09956OR

Rear SV09957OR

Lime
Front (control) SV09956LM

Rear SV09957LM

Front (control) SV09956TQ

Rear SV09957TQ

Red
Front (control) SV09956RD

Rear SV09957RD

Unit with white 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16WH

Unit with grey 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16GY

Unit with black 
glass panels (2) CIC700I16BL

Feel like adding  
a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the 
optional front and rear glass  
panels of your choice.

Basic unit CIC700I16WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front (control) SV09958WH

Rear SV09959WH

Grey
Front (control) SV09958GY

Rear SV09959GY

Black
Front (control) SV09958BL

Rear SV09959BL

Orange
Front (control) SV09958OR

Rear SV09959OR

Lime
Front (control) SV09958LM

Rear SV09959LM

Front (control) SV09958TQ

Rear SV09959TQ

Red
Front (control) SV09958RD

Rear SV09959RD

Unit with white 
glass panel C70030WH C70036WH

Unit with grey 
glass panel C70030GY C70036GY

Unit with black 
glass panel C70030BL C70036BL

Feel like adding a personal touch?  
Order the basic unit and the optional front  
glass panel of your choice.

Basic unit C70030WG C70036WG

Optional glass panels

White
Front SV09953WH SV09954WH

Grey
Front SV09953GY SV09954GY

Black
Front SV09953BL SV09954BL

Orange
Front SV09953OR SV09954OR

Lime
Front SV09953LM SV09954LM

Front SV09953TQ SV09954TQ

Red
Front SV09953RD SV09954RD

Bring on the cubes! 

Symmetry. Intrigue. The cutting edge. A single, a pair, 

A masterful touch of pure design!

Play with perspective!

Elongated lines catch the eye. Kindle an atmosphere. 
Discretion that stands out. Strong or subtle as you want.

Create a harmonious space!

Style, cachet, a spark of brilliance. Boldness seamlessly

A distinctive touch of elegance!

Add a touch of life!

Spice up your kitchen. Spice up your routine. 
Delicate, playful, easy to love. A hint of joy.
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Dimensions shown 
are in inches.

Depth: 16 in

Dimensions shown 
are in inches.

Depth: 22 in

Dimensions shown 
are in inches.

Depth: 203/4 in

Dimensions shown are in inches.
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A wide range of series. 
State-of-the-art design. 
Inspiring colours. One simple 
addition brings your kitchen 
to life. 

Amazing selection of front 
and rear glass panels. Easy 

your look. A new way to keep 
your decor up-to-date.

Dare to design. Ispira Mix 
& Match is the ultimate in 
creative freedom. An ultra-
personalized system. A look 
only you could come up with.

Subtle blue or white LED 
backlighting. And cleaning  
is a breeze. 

Four intensities to handle any 
cooking style.

 Enhance 
cooking performance, create 
the perfect atmosphere.

Built-in Master On-Off 
technology. The last setting 
used is automatically saved.

Exclusive Heat SentryTM

Proper ventilation is regulated 
automatically. Avoids 
overheating. True magic.

The new Ispira collection

Modern, contemporary, groundbreaking. There are no limits.  
Your kitchen just got a whole lot more stylish!

Clean, original, elegant. An arresting simplicity. The allure of glass. 
A centerpiece for your home.

Get inspired with our virtual Mix & Match.www.ispira.ca

550 boulevard Lemire 
Drummondville, Quebec  J2C 7W9, Canada 
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